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Abstract
In past few years, there is huge improvement in orthodontics. Different innovation in orthodontics made the procedure easier

and less time consuming. Application of laser is one of them. Two types of lasers are there. One is hard tissue laser, and another

is soft tissue laser. With laser one can do etching, debonding, welding etc. With soft tissue laser one can do gingival recontouring,
frenectomies, gingivectomy, exposure of impacted teeth which are necessary parts in orthodontics.
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Introduction
Dentistry is improving very fast. Orthodontics is not lagging

Laser debonding [6]
CO2 and ND: YAG laser is commonly used for laser debonding.

behind. There is so much improvement in techniques to reduce

Debonding by laser causes decreased adhesive remnant index.

amplification by stimulated emission of radiation”. Laser was

micro-fracture. Ceramic brackets can easily be debonded with this

treatment time and increase efficiency. Involvement of laser
in orthodontics is one of them. The full form of laser is “light

developed by Theodore H. Mmaiman in 1960 [1]. After that diode

laser in gallium, aluminum and arsenide medium was used for soft
tissue surgery [2].

Application of laser in orthodontics
Now a day’s laser is being used widely in dentistry as well as in

orthodontics. There are two types of lasers.
1.

2.

Hard tissue laser
Soft tissue laser

Both types of laser are used in orthodontics in different

procedures.

Laser etching [3]
Application of laser on enamel causes localized thermal ablation

and removal of enamel surface [4]. It is due to micro explosion of

entrapped water in enamel. It causes surface roughening similar

to acid etching by 37% phosphoric acid with a depth of 10-20
micron5. But it should be used at high power output.

Also, the chances of enamel damage are less in laser debonding.

In mechanical debonding, there is always chances of enamel
technique [7].

There are some chances of increase pulp temperature, but side

effect is less.

Laser curing
Laser curing is an efficient technique in orthodontics. It

offers extended bracket placement time which fascilate accurate

bracket poisoning. Argon laser is widely used in laser curing. The

photo initiator system cures in the blue region in the visible light
spectrum in 480nm wave length. Talbot., et al. found that argon
laser can cure composite achieving similar bond strength compare
to normal light cure units [8].

Accelerated tooth movements
Low level laser therapy or LLLT causes accelerated tooth

movement [9,10]. Tooth movement occurs due to PDL and bone

remodeling. LLLT increases this remodeling procedures and

decrease treatment duration. Studies have showed that LLLT can
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efficiently accelerate tooth movement without noticeable side
effect. LLLT is also effective in reducing orthodontic pain [11-14].
Laser welding

Welding is a frequent procedure in orthodontics. Joining two

metal surfaces by laser is an efficient procedure. Crystals of YAG

with added neodymium is mainly used for laser welding. The
advantages of laser welding are small focus point, no corrosion at
the point and zero oxidation around welding zone.

Exposure of impacted tooth

Exposure of impacted tooth can be done safely by laser. Soft

tissue laser like diode laser can be used for this procedure. It

decreases procedural time and creates a bloodless field. The
chances of post-operative complications are also less in laser
surgery.

Gingival recontouring
It is often needed to contour gingiva after orthodontic treatment

to get proper zenith point or before treatment for gaining proper
place for bracket placement of brackets. Soft tissue lasers are
widely used for this type of procedures [15].
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